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What Now!

- Examine, describe, interpret your schools’ current situation
- Identify data you need
- Identify and prioritize the challenges
Build Your Team

Identify Allies
Within and Across Schools:

Administrators
Teachers
Parents
Students
Local Colleges
Community Members
College Culture Inventory:
“Where do we want to be?”

What do we want for our students?

- Identify short- and long-term goals
- Identify month-by-month activities
- Identify lead people
- Track attention to each principle
What College Culture Principles Can Be Addressed During...

- A College Fair
- Faculty Meetings
- A Parent Night
- PSAT Prep
- Scheduling Meetings
- An Athletic Event
Continue Your Planning

✧ Share ideas and gain inspiration from each other
✧ Meet with school site leaders to discuss today’s plans
✧ Schedule one event before June!